
Trust Microsoft Sentinel to deliver intelligent security analytics for your entire enterprise

Collect data at cloud scale - across 
all users, devices, applications and 
infrastructure, both on-premise and 
in multiple clouds

Detect previously uncovered 
threats and minimise false positives 
using analytics and unparalleled 
threat intelligence from Microsoft

Investigate threats with AI and 
hunt suspicious activities at scale, 
tapping into decades of cyber 
security work at Microsoft

Respond to incidents rapidly 
with built-in orchestration and 
automation of common tasks

Daisy can help with all your security requirements, call us on 0344 863 3000

Here’s how Microsoft Sentinel can help:

Your Company

Cost-savings

Expert knowledge

Quicker transition from deployment
to usable intelligence

Easy to scale up and down as the
way you work changes or grows

No training costs
(vs the need to train and manage internal staff)

No hardware outlay
(vs expensive on prem infrastructure costs)

No waiting time before you see the benefits
(vs 6-12 months to set up on prem and train staff)

Microsoft Sentinel monitors 
everything, over time so that it 

knows what normal activity 
looks like across your 

environment and can more 
easily identify variations and 

connections and highlight 
suspicious activity.

Risks
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What is Microsoft Sentinel?

Microsoft Sentinel achieves 
‘leader’ status in Forrester Wave
(Security Analytics Platform Providers Q4 2020) 

WHAT IT IS:
Next generation security monitoring and analytics 
for the best threat detection and response to help 
you keep an attack from becoming a breach.

MICROSOFT SENTINEL SUMMARY

WHAT IT ISN’T:
• Protection for your environment to limit the impact 
of a breach. We recommend our next generation 
Acronis by Daisy solution

• A solution to enable you to continue running the 
business safely in the event of a breach. We recom-
mend our industry leading Save Haven services for 
your people, systems and data

...no unnecessary costs

 all th
e benefits...

Everyone needs to keep a weather-eye on their security 
landscape. Many security professionals are realising that 
an on-premise or private cloud-based security information 
and event management (SIEM) system can’t monitor 
everything so they’re migrating this key security 
operations tool to the public cloud.

What's more, compared to a public cloud solution like 
Microsoft Sentinel, on-premise/private Cloud SIEM can be 
very expensive: 

purchasing, installing, maintaining software

collecting, storing, analysing huge volumes of data

hiring, training and managing knowledgeable 
cybersecurity specialists

Microsoft Sentinel


